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We characterize in terms of the infinitesimal generator those cosine operator 
functions which are almost periodic or uniformly almost periodic. 0 1986 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
Throughout this work (C,},, n is a strongly continuous operator 
function on the Banach space X with infinitesimal generator A. N(A) 
denotes the kernel of A and W(A) its range; D(A) is the domain of A, 
R(.; A) its resolvent function and o(A) the spectrum. 
DEFINITION. A strongly continuous cosine operator function {C,} fE R is 
almost periodic, in short a.p., if for each x E X the function t --f C, x from R 
to X is a.p. 
KfreR is weakly almost periodic, in short w.a.p., if for each x E X and 
x* E X*, the function t + (x*, C,x) from R to C is a. 
W‘ER is uniformly almost periodic, in short u.; p., if the function 
t + C, from R to Y(X) is a.p. 
Note that {C,},, n is u.a.p. if and only if the family of X-valued functions 
~C,X~~~,,~ G 1 is u.a.p. 
Almost periodic and weakly almost periodic X-valued functions were 
treated in [ 1,3]; u.a.p. scalar functions are considered in [8] and X-valued 
u.a.p. scalar functions are studied in [2, lo]. Characterizations of a.p., 
w.a.p. and u.a.p. groups and semi-groups of operators on Banach spaces 
are obtained by Bart and Goldberg in [Z]. 
Our main result is: 
THEOREM 1. A strongly continuous cosine operator function (C,},, R is 
almost periodic if and only if {C,} fE R is uniformly bounded and the set of 
eigenvectors of its infinitesimal generator A is total in X. 
Proof. Let us first prove that the above conditions imply that (C,) tE R 
is a.p. 
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Recall first that the uniformly boundedness of (C,) rE u implies that 
o(A) c R (see [6, Satz 121 or [9, Theorem 31). 
For each .Y E X and E > 0, there exist by assumption, .Y, , .Y> ,..., -yn, eigen- 
vectors of A, corresponding to eigenvalues -%:, -i;,..., --A:, A-, E R, 
16 j < n, such that 
II 
x- i cfjxj GE, for some Q, EC, 1 < j<n. 
j= I II 
Note further that Cr.yi= (cos i,f).u,, 1 < j<n, TV R, and hence: 
c,x- f CljC,Xi = c-,x- f ctj(COS %,‘)X, 
ii II 
d M, 
/=I j= I 
where M= suptc u II C, 11. 
Thus, for each x E X, t + C,x is the uniform limit on R of continuous X- 
valued a.p. functions and therefore is a.p. 
Suppose now that {C,) IE n is u.a.p. 
From the fact that an a.p. function is bounded and with the uniform 
boundedness principle it follows that {C, > ,E n is uniformly bounded. 
As Wrc~ is a.p., for each .Y E X and il E R, the “Fourier coeffkient” 
P,x = lim i 1’ e-‘““C,.u ds 
r-r.2f PI 
(1) 
exists. 
As I) l/t j& cos 1s. C,x ds (I 6 M I( x 11, for each x E X, t > 0, it is clear that 
P, EY(X), IER. 
For 1, r E R, x E X, we have 
P,C,x=C,P,x= lim L 
[ 
1’ 
r-m4t -, 
e-i”(C,+,.u+C,P,x 1 ds 
= eiAr Ji+rnm t s: * e-‘““C,x du 
,CT 
eil’ + e - rrlr 
= 
2 
. P,x = cos AT. P; x, 
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that is, 
P~c,x=c,P,x=cos~T~ PAX, XEX, A, TER. (2) 
But this implies 
and hence 
I p, for 1=0 p:= ;pn for 1#0. 
By [ll, (2.12)] (see also [12, Proposition 2.3]), the operator 2 defined 
by ax=lim,,, (2/t*)(C,x-x), with domain those XE X for which this 
limit exists, is the infinitesimal generator of {C,} fE R. 
Then, using (2), we get, for x E X, 1 E R, 
(cos At- 1) 
IiiO$(C,-I)P,x=lim2 f2 PAX = - FP,x. 
1-O 
This implies that P,x E D(A) and that 
(A +12) P,x=O, XEX, AER. (4) 
Suppose now that the set E of eigenvectors of A is not total in X; then 
there exist x* E X*, x* # 0, such that (x*, x) = 0, for each x E E. 
But for each 1 E R, XE X, P,x is either 0 or in E; in both cases 
(x*, P,x) =0 and this implies that the a.p. scalar function t + (x*, C,x) 
vanishes, because all its “Fourier coefficients” are zero. In particular, for 
t = 0, we get (x*, C,x) = (x*, x) = 0. 
Since x is arbitrary in X, this implies x* = 0, a contradiction. 1 
Let us recall the following spectral characterization of the generators of 
uniformly bounded cosine operator functions, which is to be found in [ 1 l] 
or in [S]: 
The closed and densely defined operator A is the infinitesimal generator 
of strongly continuous operator cosine function with I( C, )I < M, Vt E R, iff 
for all ZEC with Rez>O, z~EC\G(A) and IId”/dz”[zR(z’, A)] 11 < 
M.n!/(Rez)“+‘. 
Thus we actually obtained with the above theorem a characterization of 
the almost periodicity of a cosine operator function solely in terms of the 
spectral properties of A. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let {C, > rE R be a.p. and suppose that for 1 E R, --A’ is 
an isolated point of o(A); then it is a simple pole for the resolvent R(.; .4) 
with the residue MA, where MO = P, and MA = 2P,, for 2 # 0 ( P1 are given 
by (1)). 
ProoJ By (3) it is clear that MA are projections, VA E R. 
Moreover, we have 
J-(A+12Z)=9(P,), 3. E R. (5) 
In fact, the inclusion,S?(P,) c .V(A + i2) is given by (4). 
In order to prove the converse inclusion, let us recall that in [9, 
Lemma 41, the following relation was shown: 
AS(s,; a)x = a’S(s; a).x + a(C, - ch as).r, .uEX, aEC 
where S(s; a) = s; sh a(s - t) C,x dt. Taking a = 2, I E R\ { 0}, we obtain 
(C,-cosis)r=~(A+i’)S(s:ih). (6) 
For I =O, by [ll, (2.14)] we have 
(C,-I).x=AJ’(s-t)C,wdt. (7) 
0 
Let XE I t ‘( A + A’); then, from (6) and (7) we obtain 
C,x = (cos Is)x, for each A E R. 
But now it follows 
P,,.Y = ,l[mx f cos E.s C,s Lis 
/ 
s for A=0 
= ,li~m~ f i): (cos’ is) .Y ds = 
1 
7” 
for i#O 
such that x E 9(P,) and thus (5) is proved. 
Let us further remark that as consequence of (2), we also have 
(8) 
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(indeed, P,Ax= lim,,, 2PA((C, - Z)/r2)x = lim,, cc ~((COS It- 1)/l*) P,x 
= -J2Pnx, Vx E D(A)). 
Because of the relations (5) and (8) we can now follow the argument 
used in [2, Theorem lo] to prove a similar result for a.p. groups; we give 
the proof for completeness. 
Let -A2 an isolated point in o(A) and P the spectral projection 
associated with A and -J2, then X = N(P) 0 W(P) and A and C,, t E R, 
are completely reduced by the above decomposition, that is A = A0 0 Al 
and C, = CYS C:, Vt E R. Then -L’$a(A,) and a(A,)= { -12}. As 
!:ikR of A 
is a.p. with generator A, in W(P), by Theorem 1, the set of eigen- 
is total in R(P), that is, JV( Al + 1’) =9(P), i.e., 
A, = -l’Z,&‘). 
Thus R(.; A,) has a simple pole at -2’ and this implies that also 
R(.; A) = R(*; A,,) @ R(*; A,) has a simple pole at -J2. 
To prove that P= MA, observe that by (5) we have 
9(P,)=J1’(A+~2Z)=~4~r(AO+~2Z)@N(A, @,l’Z) 
= {O}@R(P)=B(P). 
Finally, observe that 
W( A + 12Z) = @(A, + i12Z) @ W( A, + L’Z) 
=N(P)@ (0) =,4’(P) 
such that (8) gives .N(P)cM(P,). 
We obtained W(M,)=B’(P) and N(P) c N(M,) and this implies 
MA=P 1 
PROFYXITION 3. Zf X is weakly sequentially complete, then each w.a.p. 
cosine operator function is a.p. 
Proof: Since each w.a.p. X-valued function is bounded, the uniform 
boundedness of the cosine function { C, } I E a results again with the uniform 
boundedness principle. 
To prove that {C,},, R is a.p. it suffices, by Theorem 1, to prove that the 
set E of eigenvectors of A is total in X. 
Since X is weakly sequentially complete, for each 1~ R, XE X and 
x* E X*, there is y,, E X such that 
cos hC,x ds ) = (x*, y,,l). 
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Then, as before in the proof of (2), we get 
= (X*3 COS iT.b.y.2 > 
such that 
CT .&I = cos iT)‘.,/. 
But this implies again that yx.i E D(A) and (A + %‘) l(r.l = 0. We proceed 
further as in the proof of Theorem 1 with ?‘r,j. at the place of P,x and we 
obtain that E is total in X. 1 
Remark. If X is a Hilbert space, then w.a.p. for a cosine operator 
function is equivalent to the a.p. and Theorem 5.1 from [4] gives us the 
structure of an a.p. cosine function, namely C, = CJ.)O cos At. M,, t E R. 
We want, finally, to characterize the u.a.p. cosine operator functions and 
to this purpose we recall the following: 
DEFINITION. A subset n c R is called harmonious if for each E > 0 the 
set D, = fine ;, {t; 1 e”’ - 11 < E} is relatively dense in R, in the sense that 
there exists and I, >O such that every interval of length I, meets D,. 
For properties of harmonious sets and their role in the uniform almost 
periodicity of families of functions, see [8]. We have: 
PROPOSITION 4. A cosine operator function {C,} I E R is u.a.p. iff it is a.p. 
and the set A = (1 E R; -A* E o(A)} is harmonious. 
In this case o(A) consists only of simple poles of R(L; A). 
Proof: Suppose that {C,},, R is u.a.p.; then, in particular, it is a.p. Let 
E > 0; there exists, by assumption, a relatively dense subset J, c R such that 
fortEJ,, IIC,-ZII<~.Hencecr(C,)c(1~C; 1;1--lI<s).ByTheorem3in 
[9], we have: ch rm c a(C,), t E R such that follows: 
Icos1t-lI=(chitA-l/GE, LEJ,,~EA. 
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But this implies taht n is harmonious. Indeed 
that is, 
le ii’ - 1 1 < & for tcJe2,2 andLEA. 
As J,2,2 is a relatively dense subset of R, the assertion results. 
Suppose now that {C,}reR is a.p. and that /1 is harmonious. We 
proved in Theorem 1, that each XEX and l~/i with P,x= 
lim ,-+m w2t)j’re -iilsCs dt # 0 has the property to be an eigenvector to 
eigenvalue -A2. But this means that the Fourier spectrum of each function 
t + C,x, x E X is in A. As a family of uniformly bounded a.p. functions with 
their Fourier spectrum included in an harmonious set is u.a.p. (see [8, 21) 
it follows that {C,>,, u is u.a.p. 
Finally, recall that if n is harmonious, then there exists 6 > 0 such that 
the distance between two distinct elements in n exceeds 6 ( [8]); thus a(A) 
contains only isolated points and the last assertion follows from 
Proposition 2. 1 
For completeness we mention the following result due to Lutz [7]: 
A cosine operator function is periodic with period 27~ iff the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) a(A) c -Ni and consists only of simple poles of R(1; A). 
(ii) The set of eigenvectors of A is total in X. 
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